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The sun and rain are no longer an excuse for gathering with friends

and family outdoors.  Once up, you will have a generous 16-foot

shelter from the elements all day long.  

Grab a friend or set it up on your own by following these simple

instructions.  

Here's a quick video to see the set-up process:

https://youtu.be/XqY9MkQvzW0

 

When you are ready for an overnight shelter, then add this shade

over our 16' bell tent to provide extra relief from Mother Nature while

on your next camp adventure.

FIELD GUIDE

1 x waterproof shade fly

12 x guy lines 

the longest guy line is

for the door

1 x center pole

1 x a-frame door pole

12 x ground stakes

WHAT'S IN THE KIT?

1

UMBRA SHADE KIT



STEP 1:   ATTACH THE GUY LINE ROPES (initial set-up)
You will need to initially tie the 12 guy line ropes to the outer corners of the

fabric - we suggest a slip knot to easily remove them if ever necessary.

NOTE:  Use the LONGEST rope for the top of the doorway.

STEP 2:   LAY THE SHADE FLAT ON THE GROUND + EXTEND ROPES
Place the entrance in the desired location. Hint, the center of the entrance is

indicated by a metal grommet hole.  Confirm that the Life inTents patch to

the right of the door is facing up.  

Fully extend the guy line ropes on the ground.  Adjust guy line ropes to be

the same length (anticipating that they will still need to be tightened).

STEP 3:  PEG GUY LINE ROPES
With the guy line ropes extended on the ground, partially stake each guyline

into the ground (don't stake all the way into the ground as you will likely

want to reposition these once the poles are inserted. Do not tighten ropes at

this point as you will want to allow some slack for inserting the poles.

STEP 4:  ASSEMBLE & INSERT YOUR TENT POLES
Step under the shade and install your center pole - lifting up and dragging

pole to center.  Next insert the a-frame entrance pole into the metal

grommet hole above the entrance.  Align the legs.

STEP 5:  TIGHTEN & REPOSITION THE GUY LINES
Walk around and tighten each guy line rope., restaking if necessary.

Shade Structure Set-up

UMBRA SHADE KIT

 

SAND INSTALLATION:  

You may need longer stakes

for securing the structure on a

windy beach with soft sand.



Covering A 5M Bell Tent

UMBRA SHADE KIT

LifeinTents.com

Our Fernweh Tent

ATTACH THE GUY LINE ROPES
You will need to initially tie the 12 guy line ropes to the

outer wall of the tent.   It may be easiest to do this after

draping the fly over your tent. The ropes can stay on

permanently.

NOTE:   Use the LONGEST rope for the top of the door,
nearest the circle shaped grommet. 

If your tent is already up, simply remove the center

pole, or grab a tall partner to try to drape the tarp over

your tent together (and maybe a broomstick :-).

STEP 1:  DRAPE THE FLY OVER YOUR TENT
Align the metal grommet hole of the fly with that of

the tent (above the door). Confirm that the Life inTents

patch is facing up (found on the right of the door).

STEP 2:  INSTALL YOUR INTERNAL TENT POLES

STEP 3:  STAKE IN THE GUY LINES
Extend the guy lines from the tent fly to the

appropriate guy line stake (the fly and tent will/can
share the same ground peg)

STEP 4:  TIGHTEN THE GUY LINE ROPES

STEP 5:  ADD RAIN CAP TO TOP OF DOOR


